Paul L. Gaurnier Papers,
GUIDE
Assistant Dean, School of Hotel Administration. Paul Laurence Gaurnier was born in 1923, received his degree from Cornell University in 1950, and served in the United States Army in administrative, managerial and operations positions. In 1967, he became Assistant Dean. He was responsible for the Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration Summer School and was the project director of the school’s adjunct training program in Puerto Rico.

Summary: Correspondence; files on the Puerto Rico hotel school; seminar information for various groups in the U.S. and worldwide; course information for Principles of Management, Staff Planning and Operations Analysis, Case Studies in the Hospitality Industry, and other courses; consultant reports by Gaurnier, primarily for hotels, but including some for the World Bank; and files concerning other members of the staff and faculty of the Hotel School and/or Hotel School activities.

Finding aids: Folder list.

Cite as: Paul L. Gaurnier. Papers, #28\2\2323. Department of Manuscripts and University Archives, Cornell University Libraries.
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Box 1

1. Arkansas Technical University
2. Brazil Hotel School
3. College of Cape Breton
4. Committee Minutes...Teaching Assistantship Committee
5. Committee Minutes...Committee on Tenure/1981-82
6. Consultant Agreement
7. Correspondence/1969
8. Correspondence/1970
9. Correspondence/1971
10. Correspondence/1972
11. Correspondence/1973
12. Correspondence/1975
13. Correspondence/1976
14. Correspondence/1977
15. Correspondence/1978
16. Correspondence/1979
17. Correspondence/1980
18. Correspondence/1981
19. Correspondence/1982
20. Correspondence/1983
21. Correspondence/1984
22. Correspondence/1985
23. Correspondence/1986
24. Correspondence/

25. COSEP Cooperative Opportunity and Special Education Program

26. Fairleigh Dickinson University

27. Guest Lecturers

28. Israel Hotel School

29. Personal Cards

30. MPS Handbook-Policy-Procedures/1972-75

31. Panama Hotel School

32. Photographs

33. Puerto Rico Hotel School/1970

34. Puerto Rico Hotel School/1971

35. Puerto Rico Hotel School/1972-73

36. Puerto Rico Hotel School/1973-74

37. Puerto Rico Hotel School/1974-75

38. Puerto Rico Hotel School Diplomas

Seminar Information for:

1. AFA Service Corporation/1976
2. AH&MA Chicago/Phoenix/1974
3. Alberta Hotel Association/1976
4. Amsterdam/1974
5. Bogota, Colombia/1972
6. Brazil/1973
7. Brazil students (Ithaca)/1979
8. Dempsey's Restaurants, PA/1977
11. Hilton HICDI/1972
12. Hilton HICDI/1973
13. Hilton HICDI/1974
15. Hilton HICDI/1976
17. Hilton HICDI/1979
18. Hong Kong/1979
19. Japan Food Executives/1982
20. Marriott Hotshops/1970
21. Mexico City/1975
22. Kahler Corporation/1975
23. Mexico City/1979
24. Miscellaneous
25. NPTA/1979
26. Omelette Shop/1977
28. Peru/1974
Course Information:
1. CPD3H02 Summer/1984
2. HA103 Fall/1985
3. HA217 Fall/1978
4. HA250 Spring/1969
5. HA302 Principles of Management/1980
7. HA302 Principles of Management Fall/1981
8. HA302 Principles of Management Spring/1982
9. HA302 Principles of Management Fall/1983
10. HA326 Staff Planning and Operations Analysis Fall/1978
11. HA401 Seminar in Management Principles Spring/1979
12. HA401 Seminar in Management Principles Fall/1980
13. HA401 Spring/1981
14. HA406 Case Studies in the Hospitality Industry Fall/1979
18. HA406 Case Studies in the Hospitality Industry Fall/1981
19. HA406 Spring/1982
20. HA406 Fall/1984
22. HA407 Seminar in Hotel Operations Spring/1983
23. HA407 Spring/1982
24. HA701 Staff Planning and Operations Analysis Fall/1979
25. HA701 Seminar in Hotel Operations Fall/1980
26. HA701 Seminar in Hotel Operations Fall/1981
28. HA725 Graduate Seminar in Hotel Operations
   Fall/1978

29. Course Material Unidentified
30. Course Material Unidentified
31. Course Material Unidentified
32. Course Material-Masters-Unidentified
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SEMINAR INFORMATION FOR:

29. Philippines/1972

30. Sweden/1974

31. US Dept. of Labor/1976

32. Virginia Beach Innkeepers/1973

33. Wellsboro Hotel, PA/1969
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The following material comes from Paul Gaurnier's files but concerns other members of the staff and faculty of the Hotel School and/or Hotel School activities...

Box #4

1. SHA Clippings
2. SHA Miscellaneous
3. SHA Seminar Material...General
4. Antil, Fred: Reports/Papers
5. Antil, Fred: Dissertation
6. Barker, Robert: Correspondence
10. Broten, Paul: Correspondence
11. Cantwell, Raymond: Guest Lecturers
12. Cantwell, Raymond: Correspondence
14. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Information HA 403 Small Business/Fall/1978
15. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Material HA 403 The Small Business/Spring/1980
16. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Material HA 403 The Small Business/Fall/1980
17. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Information HA 404 Managing and Organizing the Small Business/Fall/1979
18. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Information HA 404 Managing and Organizing the Small Business/Spring/1980
19. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Material HA 404 New Venture Creation/Fall/1980

20. Cantwell, Raymond: Course Information HA 406 Case Studies in the Hospitality Industry/Fall/1979


22. Chevoor, Thomas: Correspondence

23. Christian, Vance: Correspondence

24. Clark, John J.: Correspondence


27. Clark, J.J.: Course Material HA 451/Fall/1975

28. Clark, J.J.: Course Material HA 351/Fall/1975

29. Clark, J.J.: Resume

30. Cornell Hotel Research and Development


32. Davis, Stanley: Correspondence re Tenure

33. Dermody, Donal: Reports and Papers

34. Dermody, Donal: Correspondence-Tenure

35. Dunn, David: Correspondence-Tenure


38. Geller, Neal: Course Material HA 24/Spring/1980

39. Geller, Neal: Correspondence re Tenure
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42. Herrmann, Walter: Reports and Papers
43. Hotel Ezra Cornell #55/1980
44. Hotel Ezra Cornell #56/1981
45. Hotel Ezra Cornell #57/1982
46. Hotel Ezra Cornell #58/1983
47. Hotel Ezra Cornell #59/1984
48. Kaven, William H.: Correspondence re Tenure
49. Kelly, Thomas: Correspondence
51. Peckenpaugh, Normand: Correspondence
52. Rainsford, Peter: Correspondence
53. Rainsford, Peter: Correspondence re Tenure
54. Redlin, Michael: Correspondence re Tenure
55. Sobel, James: Correspondence
56. Statler Operations Reports
57. Vallen, Jerome: Reports and Papers
58. Vallen, Jerome: Thesis
59. Welch, Jack: Course Material HA 404/Fall/1981
60. Welch, Jack: Course Material HA 404/Spring/1982